Books and Authors Current Affairs - Capsule in PDF

If you are preparing for competitive exams then you will need to address the General Awareness and Current Affairs section in almost every paper. Questions on latest books and their authors, latest news feed are some of the topics that are very much expected in the questionnaire. Read the article to find out the list of latest books and their authors and to know why are they in news. Get to know about them and be ready to answer any question that your examination drops on you.

You can download this list of books and authors - current affairs & news related as pdf as well. It is useful for all competitive exams like UPSC 2018, SSC, 2018 IBPS 2018, Railways RRB 2018 and many more!

Books and Authors Current Affairs - Tips on how to remember this list!

1. The best way to remember the names and authors is to connect with them. Pick the easy ones. Begin with a book you have heard about from someone.
2. Next pick the biographies and books related to political works. Biographies are easy to remember as they are based on the life of a renowned person.
3. For the books that is difficult to connect, compare the trivia with the book names so that it is easy to memorize. (e.g. Farishta is the book on which the movie 'PK' is based. This will now be etched in your memory.)
4. The rest of them, try to think of funny ways to remember the names of books or authors. (e.g. "Only Chetan Bhagat can divide the country into 'Two States' then 'Make India Awesome Again'.")
List of Latest Books and Authors

1. Paramveer Parwane
   - Authored by: Prabhakiran Jain
   - Trivia: The book illustrates the bravery of Paramveer Chakra Awardees from 1947 to 1965.

2. Across the bench - Insight into Indian Military Judicial System
   - Authored by: Gyan Bhushan
   - Trivia: It is a concise-precise record of landmark judgements and rulings of the Hon’ble Supreme Court and the AFT on a vast array of subjects covering promotion.

3. The Diary of a Domestic Diva
   - Authored By: Shilpa Shetty
   - Trivia: In this book, the actor and entrepreneur brings you fifty of her most special recipes-some of which feature in her popular Sunday Binge videos on Instagram.

4. Imperfect
   - Authored by: Sanjay Manjrekar
   - Trivia: This book is about the author's cricket career, his life. His strengths and weaknesses, successes and failures.

   - Authored by: Amitabh Bacchhan
   - Trivia: The book is about the charming movies produced in Mumbai that have captured the hearts not just of Indians but of people the world over. Bollywood takes you on a tour of the many highlights of Hindi cinema, from early films to modern-day creations.
6. I Do What I Do
   - Authored by: Raghuram Rajan
   - Trivia: The book is about the struggle the author had to face during the economic crisis when he joined RBI in September 2013.

7. Immortal India
   - Authored by: Amish Tripathi
   - Trivia: The author helps you understand India like never before, through a series of sharp articles, nuanced speeches and intelligent debates.

8. How India Sees the World
   - Authored by: Shyam Saran
   - Trivia: The book takes the reader behind the closed doors of the most nail-biting negotiations and top-level interactions of the famous leaders.

9. Unstoppable: My Life So Far
   - Authored by: Maria Sharapova
   - Trivia: The book explains the story of her phenomenal rise to success, narrated with the same no-holds-barred, fiercely provocative attitude that characterizes her tennis game.

10. The Shershah of Kargil
    - Authored by: Deepak Surana
    - Trivia: The Shershah of Kargil takes you through the life and times of the Late Captain Vikram Batra P.V.C, who was one of the greatest Indian soldiers of the Kargil war.

11. Kadwe Vachan
    - Authored by: Tarun Sagar Maharaj
12. I am HIV Positive. So What?
   - Authored By: Jayanta Lalita
   - Trivia: The book talks about how an HIV-positive person mended his failing health, overcame psychological trauma, fought stigma and discrimination to become an international bodybuilding champion.

13. Cryptocurrency for Beginners
   - Authored by: Amit Bharadwaj
   - Trivia: This book explains the most critical aspects about Cryptocurrencies.

14. Making of a Legend
   - Authored by: Bindeshwr Pathak
   - Trivia: The book is written on the life of Prime Minister Narendra Modi.

15. Dalhousie Through my Eyes
   - Authored by: Kiran Chadha
   - Trivia: It is a slice of pictorial history of almost two centuries. Spread over five hills Dalhousie with tall pine trees, lush green meadows surrounded by snow-clad mountains

16. Playing With Fire
   - Authored by: Katie Price
   - Trivia: Highlights of the authors life.

17. The Ministry Of Utmost Happiness
   - Authored by: Arundhati Roy
   - Trivia: *The Ministry of Utmost Happiness* takes us on an intimate journey across the Indian subcontinent—from the cramped neighborhoods of Old Delhi to the roads of new city.

18. Crisis Within
   - Authored by: Ganesh Devy
19. Indira Gandhi - A Life In Nature
   - Authored by: Jairam Ramesh
   - Trivia: Discusses the economic facets of the ties of India with Central Asian countries

20. Beren and Lúthien
   - Authored by: J.R.R. Tolkien
   - Trivia: The book talks about the epic tale of Beren and Lúthien that will reunite fans of The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings with Elves and Humans.

21. "Yug Purus, Bharat Ratna, Atal Ji"
   - Authored by: Ramesh Pokhriyal
   - Trivia: An analysis of India’s challenges in a rapidly transforming regional and international landscape under Atal Bihari Vajpayee Ji.

22. One Life is not enough
   - Authored by: Natwar Singh
   - Trivia: Compilation of writings on life and experiences published in various newspapers

23. Transcendence: My Spiritual Experiences with Pramukh Swamiji
   - Authored by: Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam & Arun Tiwari
   - Trivia: Journey of self realization through the eyes of Swamiji

24. Red Tape to Red Carpet…and then some
   - Authored by: Gina Rinehart
   - Trivia: Discusses how regulations and red tape can affect the growth of a country adversely

25. Beyond Doubt: A Dossier on Gandhi's Assassination
   - Authored by: Teesta Setalvad
Trivia: Collection of archival documents in Marathi, Hindi and Gujrati related to Gandhi’s assassination

26. Sleeping on Jupiter
   - Authored by: Anuradha Roy
   - Trivia: This is a stark and unflinching novel by a spellbinding storyteller, about religion, love, and violence in the modern world.

27. Flood Of Fire
   - Authored by: Amitav Ghosh
   - Trivia: Last volume of the Ibis Trilogy

28. How to be Both
   - Authored by: Ali Smith
   - Trivia: *How to be Both* is a novel all about art’s versatility. It’s a fast-moving genre-bending conversation between forms, times, truths and fictions.

29. Modi - Incredible emergence of a star
   - Authored by: Tarun Vijay
   - Trivia: The book is a biography based on the life and economic vision of Narendra Modi

30. Sourav Ganguly: Cricket, Captaincy and Controversy
   - Authored by: Saptarshi Sarkar
   - Trivia: Biography of former Indian Cricket captain

31. The Red Sari
   - Authored by: Javier Moro
   - Trivia: The Red Sari tells the story of an extraordinary woman whose dreams of home, hearth, and anonymous living were struck down by the hands of fate.

32. Farishta
   - Authored by: Kapil Isapuri
- Trivia: *Farishta* is a deeply moving and fast-paced story of a woman struggling to move beyond a past trauma, and finding a new community, a new love, and a new sense of self in the process.

If you know more about this topic that you think the article hasn't included, then comment below. You can find details about other GK topics here:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISRO India Satellites Lists</th>
<th>Indian Constitution Facts &amp; Trivia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Election Commission of India - Roles and Functions</strong></td>
<td><strong>Money Market Vs Commodity Market</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we all know, practice is the key to success. Therefore, boost your preparation by starting your practice now.

**Solve Practice Questions for Free**

Furthermore, chat with your fellow aspirants and our experts to get your doubts cleared on Testbook Discuss:

**Go to Testbook Discuss!**